『What`s volunteer』
Fusanori

Kaneko

Hellow everyone . Thank you for coming to hear my speech today.
My name is Fusanori Kaneko.
Today, I`d like to talk to you about volunteering.
What`s volunteer? This name is Latin in origin ,[VOLO]
It means 「Will」in English . That is to say 「Will」and 「Application」.
How many people are there now doing volunteer work?
Recently, I began to do volunteer work.
My wife influenced me.
She sometimes visits nursing homes and shows them Japanese dancing with her friends
Wearing Kimono.
I heard from my wife , when she is dancing, some of seniors are crying tears of joy.
One day , my wife said to me `` volunteer work is not for others, it is for yourself ``
It`s rare but every now and then, my wife says something wise.
So, following her advise , I began to do volunteer work at Kashiwa station and Narita
station.
Kashiwa station is near my house.
There are so many foreigners at Narita station.
When I see a foreigner who is in trouble in front of the ticket fare table, I talk to him or
her. `` May I help you? ``
I`m now learning English conversation at school.
This volunteer work is my English conversation lesson. And most of all, it`s free.
This is very important.
「NOVA」is a little bit expensive.
I`ll keep on trying my best from now on.
Let`s change the subject, volunteering is sometimes used as a seam by con-artists.
Those volunteers are people who enter disaster zones and steel money or valuables.
After that, they do volunteer work.
They raise money at the station or go around to each house professing to support the
disaster zones.
At the same time, trouble volunteers are people who can`t do what disaster zone needs.
On the contraries, they cause a shortage of food and water at convenience.

I think we should give a lot of attention to that.
The Tokyo Olympics will be held in three years.
As for me , I`m now aiming to become a language volunteer.
To become a language volunteer, I have to study hard English conversation.
『What is volunteer? 』
In conclusion, I think `` volunteering `` is not formal work.
Help others who have trouble, thinking selflessly.
In the general daily life, it is important to help others in trouble or in need.
Ever if you don`t enter a particular organization, just make up your mind and help
them.
I think `` This is volunteering`` `` This is OMOTENASI ``
In the case of the Tokyo Olympics , I hope foreigners go home comfortable and then,
Want to return to Japan.
I think this is very important.
Thank you

